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Tucked away in the dry evergreen forests of Dana Community, Mandala Pottery is
celebrating 27 years of pottering this year!
We are a ceramic studio where most of our work is made with clay bodies composed of
raw materials sourced from as close to us as is possible. We make our own clays as well
as glazes. We model our studio setup along the principles of social sustainability and fair
trade practices. At Mandala we produce a vast array of ceramics, made either on the
potter’s wheel, slip cast or hand built. Our works are subsequently wood, gas or soda
fired. The wood we use as fuel to fire our pottery is grown in the hinterland as a cash crop
or is collected and supplied to us by forest-communities around our studio.
Our forte is functional ceramics and aroma-therapy products as well as architectural
installations and murals. Besides this, our own personal studio-ceramics and sculptural
work is what we exhibit globally. We are a small studio and we choose to stay small. We
are riding the made-in-India wave, where people in India are appreciating the handmade
pottery item with its intrinsic eccentricities, making it stand apart from industrially made
ceramics that are flooding our markets from the Far East. Everyone wants a signature
look…. Which is challenging as well as rewarding. Our best customers become friends,
these who give us their requirements and let us do our “stuff”!
We also specialize in soda firing using locally grown wood as the fuel. This is an
atmospheric firing technique where “soda” is sprayed into the kiln near peak temperature,
usually 1200 degrees centigrade. Soda, once introduced to the heat of the kiln, will
vaporize and bond with the surfaces of the pots to form sodium-silicate glaze… giving us
the beautiful spectrum of luscious, drippy, drooly, wild mottled, orange-peel effects…. a
look which we can only get with soda firings. Our soda firings typically span 24 hours
reaching temperatures of 1300 degrees centigrade…. yes, HOT! Attaching images here
of ceramic murals and installations made by us over the last two decades.
Hope you enjoy the variations and unpredictability of this method of firing pottery. The
hiss and crackle of the firings leave their marks on the pots. Certain pieces have slight
cracks and ground surfaces, not to be seen as defects, but to be cherished for the story
they tell us of their initiation through fire! Hope you enjoy using our ceramic ware as much
as we enjoy making it for you!!!
ADIL WRITER, Mandala Pottery, Auroville.
www.mandalapottery.com : www.adilwriter.com : +91 413 2622685

1. REBIRTH, assembled with made and readymade terracotta elements, this wall
mural was jointly conceived with Sri Lankan architect Channa Daswatte and
myself. A part of this mural is made up of left-over tiles and jalis from the rest of
the project, which we smoke-fired to get variations in tones, the rest of the mural
was made at Mandala and installed on site. There is a secret matrix of niches in
the visuals that only comes alive when one lights oil-diyas as the sun goes down.
Magical!

2. TREASURE HUNT, conceived in consultation with Bangalore-based designer,
Shernavaz Bharucha, this is a large expanse of wall in a covered courtyard of a private
residence. The wall is encrusted with fragmented ceramic objects coming together to
make one whole, triggering childhood memories of treasure hunts of yore!

3. GANESHA ABSTRACTIONS, designed for a focal wall at a sprawling private
residence designed by Bombay-based architects M/s Talati & Panthaky (where I
was an associate during my architecture days!) Designed in collaboration with
designer Kamal Langrana, the most important request was that the Ganesha was
not to be too factual. So, we happily abstracted him. The main body of the Ganesha
is made with stamped, embossed and stretched clay which has imprints of Sanskrit
shlokas of a fabric-printing block. We also pixelated the ledge with ceramic cubeforms. An expanse of the wall is a collage of canvases painted with unfired clay,
acrylic paint and washed sand. The mural is 15 feet across.

4. ISLAND LIFE: A wall mural 11’ high, as an invitation to a terrace party zone! Lots
to discover in the collage here; it’s a rich tapestry akin to a wall-hanging Persian
carpet, with colours, textures and hues one can only get with wood, soda &/or
gas firings! The birds are very obvious, but do look around for the magic
mushrooms and purple monsteras…. you may even spot Alice?!!!

5. CRACKLE CUBES: A very modular, exciting format to cover walls! Every square
is a one-off, every installation made with these by designers has been different
from the other. Architects like to use these as accents to insert into narrow niches
to make these a part of their architecture instead of something hanging on the wall.
We mount them on brushed stainless steel or wooden backings, or directly on the
wall hanging off a single screw. Or a customized wooden backing with stainless
steel accents.

6. THE LOGOON, SRI LANKA: Sri Lankan architect Channa Daswatte wanted this
wall that was facing a green-water lagoon at Anantara to reflect an abstraction of
the water body. The mural that resulted is like a pixelated version of the view
outside the restaurant, with inserts of thick glass shelves as accents.

7. GANESHA-SHIVA MURAL: A mixed-media indoor mural. The ceramic panels are
enveloped with canvases painted with unfired clay and acrylic paint; and a ledge
carved out of solid wood.

8. AM I BLUE? A tiled mural made with imported porcelain, highly textured, lavishly
blue with cobalt oxides and stains. These tiled panels may be cemented into walls
or fixed on wooden backing panels with inobtrusive copper wires.

9. ARCHITECTS OF IMMORTALITY. This series started with cubes with text from
Sri Aurobindo’s Savitri, …. Architects of Immortality being a part of an important
line. The title stuck for this series. These cubes are extremely versatile. They may
be stacked up as in the pics here, horizontally or vertically, on the wall or freestanding. The cubes could also be suspended as room dividers, or cut at random
angles and fired, to make an interesting building/wall façade.

10. THE HERMITAGE, SRI LANKA: This is an installation at a resort in Kandy
designed by Sri Lankan architect Channa Daswatte. The mural that spans
approximately 18 feet is meant to reflect the diversity of textile blocks used for
block-printing fabric, making it a visual tapestry in clay with soda-fired slip-cast
tiles. Accents of the third dimension are provided by shield forms that have been
soda-fired to accentuate the crackle slip on their surfaces.

11. SHINO WALL PLATTERS: It’s always a rewarding exercise filling up a wall with
platters as an option to cementing a wall with a ceramic mural. This thick, goopy
shino glaze is impossible to control, hence its always a pleasure to see how its
fired and how the crackle has found its timelines!

12. INDIVIDUAL PLATTERS: Always a welcome addition to any interior.

13. ANTIQUE SHOP 1 & 2: Triggers memories! A collage of ceramic trivia combined
with small canvases painted with sand and acrylic, all mounted on two panels (20”
x 60” each) of unfired clay with acrylic on canvas paintings.

14. SEA, SAND, SKY: Another from my CRUSADE series where I combine fired
ceramic panels with sand & acrylic on canvas paintings.

15. MOZER CAFÉ MURAL: A long wall of a multinational company’s café was split up
into sections for this mural. One segment was like a cupboard holding nearly 60
abstract teapots.

16. AUROVILLE TREE BARK MURAL: a wood-fired collage of bark impressions of
local trees in the neighbourhood of our pottery.

17. TREE OF LIFE: A soft pastel interpretation of the universal Tree of Life. Prefer to have
our murals three dimensional, not just tiles on a wall, hence the relief work here in the
details.

18. COSMIC BOOM: One of our earliest murals for Mistry Architects, Bangalore, this
mural combines woodfired ceramics with stainless steel cables and granite posts
liberally used in the lobby area of the building complex.

19. RAMANNA MURAL: Conceived by Bangalore architect Renu Mistry, this woodfired
mural combines the prose and teaching of Ramanna Maharishi at a restaurant in
Bangalore.

20. DANCERS: This mural is a set of three panels of Odissi dancers, designed to
stretch along the length of a lap pool at a private residence of ….an odissi
aficionado.

21. KODAI DIVIDER: Architect Sharukh Mistry wanted me to design a ceramic room
divider that was at once an art installation as well as a suspended room-divider.

22. WALL FLOWERS: this is an ongoing series of ceramic bowls that have jumped
off their table-settings and chosen to become installations on the wall! Held
together with wooden discs and stainless-steel nut-bolts.

23. ONCE WERE BARCODES: An installation that did not reach the Mumbai airport
terminal, but subsequently travelled to five exhibitions. Painted on 5-metre-long
canvases with washed sand and acrylic on canvas, and subsequently wrapped around
plywood boxes, this barcode stretches to around 20 feet.

24. A DESERTED BARCODE: This installation was featured at the 1st Indian Ceramic
Triennale in Jaipur. I wanted to get the feel of a night sky in the deserts of
Rajasthan, hence painted the panels with copious amounts of unfired clay, washed
sand and acrylic on canvas.

25. DEVI STHAMBHA: I have been using the clay impressions I get from a small mould
I found at a flea market in Kathmandu over three decades ago. This I call the Devi
Series. The tall sthambha is installed at the entrance of a private residence
designed by Mistry Architects, Bangalore. The red smears make it part of my Red
Dot Series.

26. MIDLANDING PAINTINGS: Unfired clay/sand & acrylic on canvas panels.

27. BIDRI ABSTRACTIONS: A project I thoroughly enjoyed! The theme of the
restaurant, given to me by the curator, Abhishek Naidu, was Bidri. This is an art
form that’s specific to certain regions of India, the material being a blackened metal
with silver inlay. I took the premise of this and the aesthetic that goes with this, and
designed a set of canvases and ceramic-ware.

28. THE ROAD LESS TAKEN: A project for the sculpture garden at the Hyatt in
Chennai curated by Rajiv Sethi and Ray Meeker. My installation comprises of over
500 ceramic treasure boxes installed to blend into the landscape.

29. CORAL RINGS at the ANDAZ HOTEL, NEW DELHI. Conceived by Namita Saraf
and myself, these coral rings are made with stretched porcelain and stoneware
clay bodies, imprinted with the textures of a coral. Put together with stainless steel
nuts and bolts.

30. CRUSADE SERIES ON LANDING: This is a collage of ceramic cubes and unfired
clay/sand & acrylic on canvas panels.

31. STORIES SELDOM TOLD: Soda-fired porcelain panels with text.

32. ORIBE GREEN-BRONZE PLATTERS: Wall platters

33. GANESHA MURAL: One can never make enough Ganesha murals! This is a small
one, 4 feet in height, with an abstract wooden ledge that the mouse enjoys! The
Ganesha body is embossed with Sanskrit shlokas from an abandoned fabricprinting block.
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THE PROCESS OF SODAFIRING

